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We are part of The Society for Creative Anachronism (or SCA). The SCA is an international organization dedicated the study and recreation of pre-seventeenth century skills, arts, combat, and culture.  The SCA is comprised of what we call the "Known World", which consists of 20 unique Kingdoms stretching to countries around the world. In our case, Ravenshore falls within the Great Kingdom of the West, within the Northern Marches, and is made up of Lake and Mendocino Counties.
Want more information about the SCA? Check out the Welcome page. Piqued your interest? Check out the Kingdom of the West website for information regarding all the goings on in the West Kingdom as a whole. Interested in connecting with Ravenshore? Join us on our Shire Facebook page! Introduce yourself! We're mostly harmless, and joining allows you to keep up to date with all the latest events and chatter.
You can also contact our local Chatelaine here! The Chatelaine is the person in charge of helping new people find their way around. They'll give you the low down on the group, help introduce you to the members, and get you set up with everything it takes to get you started.









Meetings

Our Shire Meetings are held on the 3nd Thursday of each month at 7:30pm.
For information on meeting minutes, you can find all archived minutes HERE.
	Heavy Fighter Practice is typically held bi-weekly. All practices will be listed on our Calendar.

	Arts and Science meetings don't have set dates as of right now, though we will announce them here, on our Facebook page, and the Calendar, so keep an eye out for those.








Practices

Steel Sword Fighting (Rapier/Cut and Thrust): Thursdays @ 5pm at Alex Thomas Plaza in Ukiah (310 S State Street, Ukiah)






Newsletter

If you are like the rest of us, you are probably dying to get as much of the Shire of Ravenshore as you possibly can. To help feed that addiction, we create a quarterly newsletter called The Scramaseax! While it's likely to cut to the heart of its readers, it's also well known to publish terrible jokes, mediocre recipes, pictures of handsome devils and devilesses, and incendiary gossip about the goings on in this Shire we all love.
 
To receive a email copy of this newsletter please email ravenshore.seneschal@gmail.com.
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Notices








Notice: Although the SCA complies with all applicable laws to try to ensure the health and safety of our event participants, we cannot eliminate the risk of exposure to infectious diseases during in-person events. By participating in the in-person events of the SCA, you acknowledge and accept the potential risks. You agree to take any additional steps to protect your own health and safety and those under your control as you believe to be necessary. 

Harassment and Bullying Policy
The SCA prohibits harassment and bullying of all individuals and groups.
Harassment and bullying includes, but is not limited to the following:
	offensive or lewd verbal comments directed to an individual;
	the display of explicit images (drawn or photographic) depicting an individual in an inappropriate manner;
	photographing or recording individuals inappropriately to abuse or harass the individual;
	inappropriate physical contact; unwelcome sexual attention; or retaliation for reporting harassment and/or bullying.
Participants violating these rules are subject to appropriate sanctions. If an individual feels subjected to harassment, bullying or retaliation, they should contact a seneschal, President of the SCA, or the Kingdom’s Board Ombudsman. If a participant of the SCA becomes aware that someone is being harassed or bullied, they have a responsibility pursuant to the SCA Code of Conduct to come forward and report this behavior to a seneschal, President of the SCA, or Kingdom’s Board Ombudsman.
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